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Technology, vision and care:
our strenghts ever..
ITS Group: the best choice
Quality, safety and efﬁciency of ITS
technologies are guaranteed by constant
collaboration with a highly qualiﬁed team of
physicians, universities and engineers.
We are proud to give you our best,
always
ITS Group provides, together with a high
level technological production, a
complete range of services for clients,
which include: theoretical and scientiﬁc
classes, practical courses, marketing, web
marketing, 24 hours after-sale assistance
and support to clients regarding
the best solutions.
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SOFT TOUCH
Shock waves
Never seen before
results on cellulite!

Extraordinary technology
at device’s core
The pulsating core of Soft Touch shock waves device is the handprobe with
latest-generation ballistic technology: an exclusive system of electromagnetic
propulsion that eliminates leakages caused by traditional compressed air
systems.
Exclusive materials used in the construction ensures a rapid rise in pressure in an
inﬁnitesimal period with high peak pressures.

The new generation of Shock Waves to treat
imperfections caused by cellulite
Soft Touch is the new shock waves technology created by ITS Group to treat
imperfections caused by cellulite and the effect of orange peel skin: a new radial
shock waves system that concentrates energy in a deﬁned area in the same way as
focused ones would do, taking advantage of all the possible beneﬁts.
We have devised a new electromagnetic generator, thus avoiding all energy
dispersion problems of traditional compressed air systems. An unprecedented
emission technology of 5 cm2 to transfer an impressive quantum of energy, that
works in conjunction with a vacuum system by reducing undesired traction waves
and ensuring excellent treatment tolerability for the patient.
The vacuum system controlled by advanced management software allows the
acoustic wave to be conﬁned in fatty tissue, concentrating energy only where it is
needed for the purposes of the results. By combining the vacuum with shock
waves, we stimulate 3 times more tissue volume than conventional systems.

How do Soft Touch shock waves work?
Soft Touch is an innovative method for applying shock waves to the area of the
body affected by cellulite. Furthermore, it is extremely effective even in the
preventive phase, contrasting genetic predisposition to the formation of orange peel
skin.
Shock waves are acoustic waves that carry a quantum of energy in an inﬁnitesimally
short time on the treated area, stimulating regenerative and recuperative
processes, to act on metabolic activity which causes the phenomenon of cellulite.
Mechanical vibrations restore the elasticity of connective tissue by improving
skin tone and eliminating the presence of imperfections connected to cellulite with
an excellent stability of results over time.

Why choose Soft Touch
shock waves:
The only shock waves technology
combined with a vacuum for the
best tangible results..

Fast treatments and visible results
immediately without recovery
times.

The vacuum makes treatment
extremely localised so to avoid
capillary fragility and varicose veins.

Lasting and visible overall
improvement in tissue texture.

A safe investment with an
immediate return: an exceptional
device, guaranteeing long-term
earnings, can be immediately yours.

An easy and intuitive touchscreen
display, with pre-set protocols and
possibility of extensive
customisation of treatments.

A handprobe with performances that until recently seemed impossible
Soft Touch offers the highest level of performance due to the
synergy of radial effect shock waves with a unique vacuum
system. The probe gently sucks in the area to be treated and in an
instant, it transfers the acoustic wave crossing fatty tissue. In this
way, the focal area of the shock waves generator has dimensions
that are signiﬁcantly larger than other conventional technologies.

Results
Results after 8 sessions

A technologically advanced system that allows pressure pulses to be obtained
applied to tissue 1000 times longer than those of simple shock waves, with results
that until recently seemed impossible.
.

Results after 3 sessions
•Signiﬁcant results after every
single treatment
•Improved elasticity and
relaxation of connective tissue
•Improved venous and lymphatic
circulation locally
•The only technology that
effectively contrasts the causes of
cellulite

Easy and intuitive software, which
makes working extremely easy
New hardware and software technologies in the
core of the system make Soft Touch more
reliable, versatile and responsive than ever. The
management software of the device has been
cleverly programmed by our scientiﬁc team to
be able to calculate with extreme precision the
amount of acoustic energy to be transferred to
biological tissue. Depending on the area
selected, the software calculates the correct
amount of energy by setting the number of
hits, the frequency of the pulses and the power
of the shock wave.

